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Abstract - He present data froa w~p • elastic and p~p final states for
scattering at 90* center of aass, -c - 9 CeV^/e2. A large p~p signal Is
seen and the p~ are strongly polarized. This polarization tests a QCD
prediction that quarks cannot flip twllclty. The test falls drautlcally.

Exclusive two-body to two-body scattering at large aoaentua transfer represents a new
laboratory for the study of hard scattering processes.1 In general, several types of
quark diagrams say contribute, *M shown in Fig. 1 for aeson-baryon scattering. Elas-
tic scattering aay proceed via any or all of the graphs, as can *~p • p~p. A reac-
tion such as ir~p • K*A cannot occur via pure gluon exchange or quark Interchange.
There are a large nuatber of two-body exclusive reactions experimentally accessible
with »± and K± aeson beans, and each is sensitive to different mixture* of the graphs
shown In Fig. 1. If the quark graphs are flavor-independent, as expected for hard
scattering where the asyaptotic^quark aasses are saall on the scale of the aoaentua
transferred in the interaction, the amplitudes for each of the two-body exclusive
reactions can be written in terns of the saae quark scattering amplitudes, vith cor-
responding relationships expected between the reaction cross sections.

(a) Pure gluon exchange: i~p * w~"p, p~jp.
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(b) Quark Interchange.

X (e) Annihilation: w~p •*• AK.

(d) Annihilation aud interchange;
»~p • K*I~, +

Fig. 1. Quark diagrans for aeson-baryon exclusive scattering. Exanple reactions for
the diagraa are shown. The reactions listed in (a) can proceed via'diagraas (b), (c),
(d). Similarly, «T> • Ki can proceed via (d).



In addition, for many possible two-body exclusive reactions polarization nay be meas-
ured for a final state particle through Its decay, and this can further constrain the
quark amplitudes. For example, we report here on the reaction «~p~ • p~p where the
angular distribution of the w~ from the P~ * «~x* decay analyzes the helicity state
of the P~. If the pure gluon exchange graph (Fig.la) were to dominate this reaction,
helicity conservation at the quark level, a prediction cf quantum chromodynamlcs,
would require that the p~ hcllclty be the same as that of the incident w~, or rero.
Hellclty-flip amplitudes are expected to be suppressed by a factor a // s ~ 10~3 for
our case where / s ~ 2 CeV and we assume the asympotltlcally free quark mass of about
5 MeV. The other graphs, quark annihilation and Interchange, can give a p~ with
hcllclty 41.

The momentum transfer above which one can successfully apply perturbatlve QCD is
debatable.2 However, many experimental phenomena Indicate that an asymptotic region
sets in for p- > 1.5 CeV/c or f > 5 CeV2/c. Examples are the Q 2 dependence of the
proton fora factor (constant for (J2 > 5 ) , 3 that fixed *ngl* clastic scattering fol-
lows dlaenslonal counting predictions for -t > 5 GeV2/c2,* and that elastic cross
sections develop a flat central region at this value of momentum transfer.5 Tor this
experiment, -t » 9 CeV2/c2. Exclusive cross sections may be calculable with pertur-
batlve QCD, but the calculation .requires knowledge of the wave functions and each
quark must be accounted for. Farrar has developed a computer code to calculate cross
sections for such reactions.6 In addition, there are other theoretical aodals for
exclusive scattering.7

We report on an experiment performed at the Brookhaven ACS with an intense 10 CeV/c
•*- beam Incident on a hydrogen target. The first results, on elastic scattering and
on the p~p final state, will be presented. The apparatus (Fig. 2) consisted of a
single arm magnetic spectrometer which selected events with a positive particle with
momentum greater than 5 GeV/c at 22* in the laboratory or near 90" In the w-p elastic
center of mass system. A large'aperture array of three proportional wire chambers
recorded track information on the opposite side. With an event trigger for w~p •
positive + X, and PT> 1.9 CeV/c, events were collected simultaneously for »~p, o~p,
X+E~, *~A~, and other exclusive final states. For elastic scattering at 90", PT- 2.1
CeV/c.
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Fig. 2. Plan view of experiaental apparatus for oeasurlng exclusive reactions..
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.The spectrometer ant was located In a building which could pivot about the center of
the target to select the scattering angle 8. The analyzing magnet was placed on its
aide so that its gap of 18" defined a small range of laboratory angles, A8 • ± 2.3".
The magnet deflected positives down with a transverse kick of 0.8 GeV/c. The verti-
cal deflection decoupled the momentum measurement from the large horizontal projec-
tion of the 1 meter long target at * » 22*. Assuming a point target, a momentum
could be determined using a matrix'trlggc? between drift cells in DHC1 and OHC2 after

* the magnet. We also required a matrix trigger between sclntlUstor hodoscope ele-
ments in HODO 2 and ROM 3, which reduced accidental triggers. All detectors down-
stream of the magnet were mounted on a table which was tilted 8.1* to match the cen-
tral momentum for elastic scattering. Two threshold Cerenl-.ov counters on the tilt
table, one with threshold • 21.15, the other with ̂ threshold • 9.6, were used to
distinguish between pions, kaont* and protons in the spectrometer arm. The momentum
resolution of the arm, with proportional wire chambers upstream and narrow-cell drift
chambers downstream was Ap/p • 0.52 at 5 GeV/c.

S x 106 events were recorded for 5 x 10 1 2 Incident plons on target. Host triggers
were caused by the more copious lower momentum particles which were either accepted
by the trigger (there was some acceptance down to P T - 1.4 CeV/c), or which scattered
from the magnet iron and fooled the trigger. Four percent of the events on tape had
a single spectrometer track with P-j > 1.8 GeV/c. Half the spectrometer tracks had no
Cerenkov r .gnal, indicating a spectrometer proton. Of these, IX had a single side
track which formed an acceptable vertex with the Incident beam track and the track In
the spectrometer arm. The momentum of each beam i~ was measured by bending the beam
vertically upstream of the target, with scintillator hodoscope fingers in the beam to
tag the particle position after the vertical deflection. He obtained Ap/p • IX (rms)
for these data, which gave A {missing mass)2 * .2 CeV2/e2 for the reaction »~p + p
+ X.

We show In Fig. 3a the missing mass distribution for those with a proton in the spec-
trometer and a single track in the side array. The elastic sample, selected requir-
ing coplanarlty and opening angle cuts, Is indicated by the shaded region. Our pre-
liminary value for the elastic cross section at 10 GeV/c, 90* CMS, ~t - 9 OeVz/c2 is
do/dt " 2 nb/ CeV2/c2, in reasonable agreement with previous work.3 After renoving
elastics, the candidate P events appear as a shoulder In the .5 GeV2/c2 missing mass
squared region. If we subtract the background from higher masses by assuming a power
law dependence, we obtain the distribution shown in Fig. 3b for the reaction w~p *
pp", p~ •+ *~«*. The apparent width of the p mass Is co^iarable with the resolution,
as seen in the elastic sample. The ratio of cross sections is approxlnately
P~p/elastlc - 1.0.

The angular distribution of the w~ from p** decay analyzes the helicity of the p~. In
the Gottfried-Jackson frame, after eliminating parity violating teras, the distribu-
tion of the *~ is given by*

cos2*

+ P|_j)sin28 sin2# - 2 P 1 0 sin 2fi cos i]

where fi is the polar angle from the Incident *~ direction in the p~ center of mass
frane and • is the azlmuthal angle. Pj, is a spin-density aatrlx eleaent for
helicity i, j p~ amplitudes. A non-resonant S-wave *""*• background would have an
isotropic angular distribution.
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Fig. 3a. Hissing mas* squared distribution for the reaction w~p • pX near 6-90* ca
with a single track in the side array. The shaded region represents events whose
angular correlations satisfy elastic kinematics. Figure 3b. is the distribution
resulting from subtraction of bath the elastic events and the power law fit shown by
the dashed curve in Fig. 3a.

In Fig. (a and 4b we show the projections of the angular distribution of events
within a p-cut (0.2 < MM2 < 0.8 GeV2), plotting events versus • and cos 9. Ifoere are
two regions where the acceptance is poor—-a small region near cos 6 « -1 where the
elastic candidates have been eliminated and near cos » « +1, # •> 0* where backward
decays toward the beam line aiss our side chambers. The data in Fig. 4a show qual-
itivlty the two lobes of the sin2 0 sin2 # distribution, indicating the presence of
hellcity ±1. The cos 0 distribution in Fig. 4b shows no indication of a cos2 0
contribution of the form indicated by the As. In both the # and cos 0 projections we
have Indicated a Monte Carlo acceptance corrected distribution of 1/3 sinz8 slaz#
+ 2/3 Isotropic which provides a good qualitative fit. A Monte Carlo sioulation for
an isotropic decay, which Indicates acceptance effects and the effect of any s-wave
background contribution, follows the data closely in the cos 8 projection and is flat
in the • projection.
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Fig. 4. The *~ distribution froa the p~ decay in the Gottfried-Jackson fraae. Both
$ (a) and cos 8 (b) distribution* are fit with the coabination 1/3 sin28 sir.2* + 2/3
isotropic Indicated by the dots. In Fig. 4b. the normalized distribution cos2S is
indicated by the A's.

Referring to the angular distribution, equation (1), the matrix element p,-, oust be
large to cbcaln a sin2e sin2* distribution. Our data rule out a cos2 » distribution
quite strongly. The PJ_J term requires that a fixed initial x~p heliclty state can
go to both helicity ±1 final states of the p~. For exaaple, an initial state with
target proton helicity +1/2 can go to a helicity -1 p~. This cannot happen without
flipping a quark helicity. Thus, the data show that quark helicities are not con-
served, which is in clear violation of QCD. (The aodel of ref. 7. however, does
allow for and predict a sin29 sin2* dependence—see Preparata, this conference.)

The large p~p signal, roughly equal to the elastic cross section, is also surprising.
We have looked for one other two-body reaction, w-p • JUV, and we see one possible
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event versus —1000 elastics and p~p. If all quark scattering amplitudes vere equal
at 90*, one would expect roughly equal cross sections for two body scattering,
independent of quark flavor.9 Thus, there appear to be strong dynamical effects at
work here. He have a large aoount of data still to analyze, which includes both
positive and negative beaa runs. Accessible reactions include *~p •• K*I~, K*Y*~,
+ - ; K"p and KTp elastic; *+p • p+p, *+
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